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On May 12, 1997, at 1529 eastern daylight time, an Xirbus Industrie cUOOB4605R 590070, 
operated by American Airlines as flight 903, experienced an in-flight upset at an altitude of 16,000 feet 
near West Palm Beach, Florida. During the upset, the stall warning system activated, the airplane 
rolled to extreme bank angles left and right, and rapidly descended more than 3,000 feet. One 
passenger sustained serious injuries, and the airplane received minor damage. Flight 903 was being 
conducted under the provisions of Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 121 as a domestic, 
scheduled passenger service flight fiqm Boston, Massachusetts, to hliami, Florida. 

Although the cause of the in-flight upset is still under investigation, the Safety Board has 
identified several safety issues that it believes the Federal Aviation Xdministration (FAA) should 
address. 

The A300 is equipped \vith an electronic flight instrument system (EFIS) that includes t\vo 
primary flight displays (PFDs), which present airspeed, altitude, attitude, and other information needed 
to control the airplane, and two navigation displays @Ds), which present heading and other 
information needed to navigate. These displays are controlled by symbol generator unit (SGU) 
computers, which process inputs from the various sensors and format the data for display. 

During the upset, the captain stated that the EFIS displays were lost for “2 to 3 seconds” and 
that they were replaced by a white diagonal slash mark across the display screens. This loss of EFIS 
displays left only the standby indicators available for attitude, airspeed, and altitude reference. The first 
officer stated that the loss of EFIS displays occurred “when the situation was at its gravest.” 

Airbus Industrie informed the Safety Board that the diagonal slash marks displayed on the 
screens during the upset indicated that the SGUs were undergoing an automatic reset and self-test 
involving software that is designed to detect unreliable data. For example, the SGUs monitor changes 
in the airplane’s flight parameters, such as roll angle, pitch angle, and airspeed. If any of these 
parameters change at a rate that exceeds a predetermined threshold value, an SGU reset occurs that 
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allows the SGU to perform a self-test for several seconds to determine if the excessive rate-of-change 
is the result of unreliable data. 

The Safety Board learned that the threshold for triggering an automatic reset can be reached 
during an in-flight upset. For example, if the roll angle rate of change is more than 40” per second, a 
reset will occur. According to data from the flight data recorder (FDR), flight 903 experienced a 
change in roll angle in excess of 40” per second during the upset. 

The Safety Board is concerned that the loss of all primary flight information during an upset 
can critically tiect a flightcrew’s ability to recover the airplane. According to Airbus Industrie, this is 
the first instance in which an SGU reset was reported during an upset. However, the Safety Board has 
investigated numerous upsets’ on large, transport-category airplanes and has a longstanding concern 
about the need for air carrier pilots to receive training in the recognition of and recovery From unusual 
attitudes and upsets. In its advanced aircraft maneuvering program, Amerkan Airlines teaches pilots 
(including A300 flightcrews) to recognize various unusual attitudes on their primary flight displays. 
Loss of information from these displays could adversely affect recognition and recovery from unusual 
attitudes. 

The Safety Board realizes that the intent of the automatic reset feature is to prevent the display 
of erroneous data to the flightcrew; however, it is concerned that the threshold values selected for 
activating this feature cause a reset to occur when accurate data is being displayed during an upset. 
This results in the loss of all primary flight displays at a time when pilots need their critical information 
the most. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should require that Airbus Industrie 
modify the SGU computer software installed in the A300 so that an unreliable data reset of the EFIS 
will not occur during an upset. When the modified software is available, the FAA should require that 
all operators install it in the SGUs. 

The effect of SGU failure on the PFDs is outlined in the emergency and abnormal procedures 
section of the American Airlines A300 Operating &lanual. Thus, pilots should recognize that the 
diagonal slash on EFIS displays results from SGU failure. However, conditions such as the roll rate 
limitation that produce an SGU failure are not addressed, and the potential for EFIS displays to go 
blank during maneuvering is not presented in the chapter on unusual attitude recovery. Knotting that 
the EFIS displays might go blank for several seconds during an upset will better prepare pilots to 
transfer rapidly to standby instrumentation if an SGU reset occurs during maneuvering. Therefore, as 
an interim action, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should issue a flight standards information 
bulletin to direct principal operations inspectors to ensure that A300 operators notitjr flightcrews of the 
possibility of a temporary loss of EFIS displays during an upset. 

‘National Transportation Safety Board. 1996. In-Jighr Icing Encounter and Loss of Conrrol, Simmons 
Airlines, d.b.a. American Eagle Flight 4184, Avions de Transport Regional (ATR) Model 72-212, 
N4OlAM, Roselawn, Indiana, October 31, 1994. NTSB/AAR-96/01. Washington, D.C.; National 
Transportation Safety Board. 1992. Uncontrolled Collision with Terrain for Undetermined Reasons, 
United Airlines Flight 585, Boeing 737-291, N999VA, Colorado Springs, Colorado, March 3, 1991. 
NTSB/AAR-92/06. Washington, D.C.; National Transportation Safety Board. February 20, 1997. 
Safety Recommendation Letter. Recommendations A-97-16 through -18. 
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Another issue raised in this investigation involves the A300 autothrottle system (ATS). The 
A300 is equipped with an ATS that provides automatic thrust control and can be selected during any 
flight phase. The ATS can be engaged in several modes, including the speed/Mach mode in which 
thrust is contro!!ed to maintain the airspeed or Mach number selected by the flightcrew. The ATS is 
normally engaged via the “NTHR” (automatic throttle) button on the glareshield flight control unit 
panel. When this button is depressed, three green bars illuminate in it, and the amber “MAN THR” 
(manual thrust) legend on the flight mode annunciator section of the PFDs is replaced by a green 
legend corresponding to the selected ATS mode. 

Both flightcrew members stated that the ATS was engaged and set to hold an airspeed of 210 
knots at the time of the upset. FDR data indicate that the ATS ~vas engaged at the onset of the descent 
from 24,000 feet. During the descent, the tlightcrew moved the power levers From the ATS idle thrust 
setting to the throttle control lever mechanical stops, slightly reducing the thrust. [This technique is 
common among A300 crewmembers since it allows the airplane to descend more quickly, and it can be 
done either with or without disengaging the ATS.] However, Lvhen the pilot le\:eled off at 16,000 feet, 
FDR data indicate that the ATS was :lot engaged and that the airspeed began to decrease. As the 
airplane slowed to about 170 knots, the flightcrew rapidly advanced the throttles, but the stall warning 
activated and the in-flight upset occurred. Postflight testing found no evidence of ATS ma!f%nction. 
The Safety Board is concerned that the air-plane might have been a!loLved to decelerate well below the 
intended airspeed because the flightcrew believed that the ATS was still engaged when it was not. 

There are a variety of ways that the ATS can be disengaged Lvhen a flightcrew wants manual 
control of engine thrust. The most common method is to depress the ATS disconnect button on either 
throttle. This gives the flightcrew manual control of the throttles and causes the ATS mode displayed 
on the PFD to change to an amber MAN THR indication, and the three green bars in the AA’HR 
button to extinguish. 

However, other transport-category airplanes similar to the A300 have been designed with 
warning systems that require additional flightcrew action to help ensure flightcrew awareness of 
autothrottle disconnect. For example, after depressing the ATS disconnect button on the hlcDonne!! 
Douglas MD-l 1, the ATS disconnects, but a flashing, red “ATS OFF” legend appears on the PFD. 
This flashing legend continues until the ATS disconnect button is depressed a second time. Other 
airplanes, such as the Douglas DC-lo, MD-SO, Boeing 737 (B-737), and FoM<er F-100, are designed 
in a similar fashion. Airplanes, such as the B-757, B-767, and B-777, also sound an aura! alert that 
continues until the flightcrew confirms that they have manual control of the throttles by depressing one 
of the ATS disconnect buttons a second time. 

The A300 indications of autothrottle disconnect are of a passive, persistent nature (an amber 
MAN THR legend on the PFD and the absence of three green bars in the AAXR button). The Safety 
Board recognizes that these cues can function as a warning; however, their persistent quality is more 
typical of an information display and does not command attention. Since pilot attention typically is not 
drawn to these persistent cues, it is possible for a delay to exist between inadvertent autothrottle 
disconnect and flightcrew recognition of the event. In contrast, warnings that use flashing displays, 
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aural alerts, or that require positive action to silence, fimction to capture flightcrew attention and help 
ensure recognition. Therefore, in light of this accident, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should 
compare the design of the A300 autothrottle system with similar transport-category airplanes, and 
determine if additional visual/aural warnings are necessary to ensure that flightcrews are aware that 
they have manual control of the throttles. If additional warnings are necessary, Airbus Industrie should 
be required to modify the A300 accordingly. 

Therefore, the Safety Board recommends that the Federal Aviation Administration: 

Require that Airbus Industrie modi& the symbol generator unit (SGU) computer 
software installed in the A300 so that an unreliable data reset of the electronic flight 
information system will not occur during an upset. M%en the modified software is 
available, require that all operators install it in the SGUs. (A-98-3) 

Issue a flight standards infomlation bulletin to direct principal operations inspectors to 
ensure that Airbus Industrie A300 operators notifjr flightcrews of the possibility of a 
temporary loss of electronic flight instrument system displays during an upset. 
(A-98-4) 

Compare the design of the A300 autothrottle system with similar transport-category 
airplanes, and detemline if additional \TisuaL/aural warnings are necessary to ensure that 
flightcrews are aware that they have manual control of the throttles. If additional 
warnings are necessary, Airbus Industrie should be required to modi the A300 
accordingly. (A-98-5) 

Chairman HALL, Vice Chairman FRWCIS, and ;21embers H.&YfiERSCH51IDT, G0GLI.q 
and BLACK concurred in these recommendations. 
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